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Information retrieval is attracting significant attention
due to the exponential growth of the amount of information available in digital format. The proliferation
of information retrieval objects, including algorithms,
methods, technologies, and tools, makes it difficult to
assess their capabilities and features and to understand
the relationships that exist among them. In addition,
the terminology is often confusing and misleading, as
different terms are used to denote the same, or similar,
tasks.
This paper proposes a taxonomy of information retrieval
models and tools and provides precise definitions for
the key terms. The taxonomy consists of superimposing
two views: vertical taxonomy, that classifies IR models
with respect to a set of basic features, and horizontal
taxonomy, which classifies IR systems and services with
respect to the tasks they support.
The aim is to provide a framework for classifying existing
information retrieval models and tools and a solid point
to assess future developments in the field.
Keywords: information retrieval, taxonomy, tools, models.

1. Introduction
In recent years information retrieval has become
an important subject of much research, because
the amount of information available in digital
formats has grown exponentially and the need
for retrieving relevant information has assumed
a crucial importance. The World Wide Web and
the Digital Libraries have shown to a large audience the importance of effective mechanisms
and tools to retrieve documents from a very large
document collection based on user information
needs.
Information Retrieval (IR) is the scientific discipline that deals with the analysis, design and
implementation of computerized systems that

address the representation, organization of, and
access to large amounts of heterogeneous information encoded in digital format  58 ].
In this paper we focus on text document retrieval, in which the information is represented
by text documents. Therefore, for the purposes
of this paper, the terms information and documents are used interchangeably. Text document
retrieval is the most traditional subfield of IR;
however, IR comprises other subfields, such as
image retrieval, speech retrieval, information
generation, query answering, and text summarization, that we do not cover in this paper.
A key feature of a text IR systems is retrieving
the documents that can satisfy the information
needs of a user from a large collection of documents. Such systems, especially in the context
of the web, are usually known as search engines, so that in the rest of the paper we will
consider search engine as a synonym of information retrieval system. IR systems prepare the
collection of documents for retrieval through an
indexing step. User information needs are usually represented by keywords or phrases, which
are themselves indexed, although more complex
representation languages are available. This
representation, which causes inevitably a loss
of information, is usually known as query. Indexing can assume different forms according to
the model adopted to represent both the documents in the collection and the user information
needs. Many current IR systems exploit ranked
IR methods, i.e. they rank the documents in the
collection based on a measure of their relevance
with respect to the user information needs as
represented by a query.
The proliferation of information retrieval algorithms, methods, technologies, and tools, is
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making it more difficult to assess the features
and the characteristics of each IR aspect and to
understand the relationships that exist among
them. The terminology is often confusing; for
example, terms such as crawling, indexing, spidering, are often used to denote similar tasks,
with no clear distinction of the differences.
In this paper we propose a classification of IR
models and tools and provide definitions for the
key terms. The classification consists of superimposing two views: one for the IR models and
one for the IR objects, either tools or services.
A vertical taxonomy classifies IR models with
respect to a set of basic features, and a horizontal taxonomy classifies IR objects with respect
to their tasks, form, and context. The vertical
taxonomy is built by exploding two basic features of any IR model: the representation, that
is the model adopted to represent both the documents and the user queries; and the reasoning,
which refers to the framework adopted to resolve a representation similarity problem. The
horizontal taxonomy is derived from an analysis
of the application areas of IR.
1.1. Related Works
In the literature, several studies have been proposed that outline classifications of IR models
and tools. However, most of these studies do
not cover the entire spectrum of IR objects; the
reasons can be found either in the age of the papers or in the specific objectives of the studies.
For example, in 1984 Smith and Warner  69 ]
published a document representation taxonomy
with the aim of relating new research works
to previous works and to suggest new areas of
research. Nowadays, this taxonomy is largely
incomplete, because it does not consider, for
example, the representation of structured documents. In 1987 Belkin and Croft  20 ] published
a classification of the most important retrieval
techniques in which no reference is made to the
relevance feedback model, because, as the authors explicitly state, relevance feedback is not
considered a retrieval technique, rather a help
to refine the retrieval model.
In a more recent work, Paijmans  54 ] made an
interesting analysis of the most important retrieval models. The approach adopted to construct a taxonomy of IR models consists of identifying a generic model that forms a basis for a
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variety of more specific models. Paijmans identified the vector document model as the basis for
building the classification and showed how the
vector model can subsume other popular models. Whilst this constitutes a concise style of
classification, it is unable to classify IR techniques that are not derived from the vector based
model, such as the logic-based techniques.
Our approach is different, as we start from a
classification of the basic features of IR models and proceed with a classification of the objects produced in the various fields of information retrieval in terms of tools and services.
The flexibility of this faceted view is evident
when we consider that different information retrieval objects can be based on the same information retrieval model, and the same information retrieval model can be exploited to implement different information retrieval objects.
For example, the classic vector model, generally
presented as a retrieval technique, can be used
for building information filtering and document
clustering tools, too. The latter are different information retrieval objects that exploit the same
information retrieval model.
1.2. Content and Structure of the Paper
There are two main viewpoints that characterize
information retrieval: we call these two viewpoints information retrieval objects and information retrieval models. The former is generally an artifact that exists in the form of a tool or
a service and responds to the “what” question;
the latter is a set of theories on which the information retrieval object is based and respond
to the “how” question. The two aspects are related, as one object can be based on more than
one model and one model can be the basis for
more than one object. On this framework we
have built a horizontal taxonomy and a vertical
taxonomy. The horizontal taxonomy refers to
IR objects, while the vertical one considers IR
models.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 introduce the vertical
and the horizontal taxonomies, together with
examples of their application. Section 4 superimposes the vertical and horizontal taxonomies
and shows how this can be used to obtain a mapping of the object’s features on the underlying
models.
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2. Vertical Taxonomy

gies under the reasoning component.

Modeling the process of information retrieval
is complex, because many parts are, by their
nature, vague and difficult to formalize. The
human component assumes an important role
and many concepts, such as relevance and information needs, are subjective. Therefore, information retrieval models can be very complex and, consequently, their classification can
be hard. However, in the definition of any IR
model we can identify some common aspects.
Generally, the first step is the representation of
documents and information needs. From these
representations a reasoning strategy is defined
that solves a representation similarity problem
to compute the relevance of documents with respect to queries. Various strategies have been
introduced with the aim of improving the retrieval process: we classify these methodolo-

Representation and Reasoning can be used to
characterize an information retrieval model. For
example, in  52 ] an information retrieval model
is characterized as a quadruple fD, Q, F, R(q,d)g
where:
D is a set of logical views for the documents in the collection (Representation component);
Q is a set of logical views for the user information needs (Representation component);
F is a framework for modeling document
representation, queries and their relationships (Reasoning component);
R(q,d) is a ranking function which associates
a real number with a query q 2 Q and a document d 2 D (Reasoning component).

Fig. 1. Vertical taxonomy.
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An information retrieval model can be modeled
as a couple <Rp, Rs> where Rp is the representation model of documents and queries, and
Rs is a framework for modeling the relationship
between document and query representations,
which is the reasoning strategy. Every component can be divided into subcomponents and for
every subcomponent we can build a tree of possible approaches and solutions presented in the
literature, as shown in Fig. 1.
Defining the approaches used for each component identifies an IR model. For example, the
couple <Rp, Rs>:
Rp(query) = f keyword-based g
Rp(document) = f weighted vector g
Rs(with logic) = f vector algebra g
identifies the well-known vector model, as we
will discuss later. We will now go into each of
these components.
2.1. Representation
A fundamental component of an IR system is
the representation of the information itself: information can be processed if it is represented
in some way.
In text information retrieval, representation
means representing documents and queries. A
document is the representation of the information the author wished to encode; it is the unity
of information that can be retrieved by an IR
system. Queries are the representation of information needs of a user.
Any text can be characterized by using four attributes: syntax, structure, semantics, and style.
A text has a given syntax and a structure, which
are usually dictated by the application or by the
person who created it. Text also has a semantics, specified by the author of the document.
Additionally, a document may have a presentation style associated with it, which specifies
how it should be displayed or printed. In many
approaches to text representation the style is
coupled with the document syntax and structure
(see for example the LaTeX document preparation system  40 ]). Modern representations, such
as XML  80 ], separate the representation of syntax and structures, which are defined either by
a DTD or an XSD, and style, which is captured
by XSL.
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Whilst documents are characterized by syntax,
structure, semantics and style, the structure and
semantics of text are generally sufficient to characterize queries.
Query Representation
A query is the representation of a user information needs. The user information needs is
originated by a problem that the user should resolve; it is implicit in the user mind and its purpose is the necessity to bridge a knowledge gap.
An information need can be of three types  50 ]:
known item information need, conscious information need, and confused information need.
The first is when users search or verify the existence of documents they know. The second is
when users search for documents they do not
know, but regard a subject they know. The third
is when users know neither the documents nor
the subject. The following classes of query representations can be identified:
Keyword-based. This is the simplest form
for a query. It is composed by keywords and
the documents containing such keywords are
searched for. Keyword-based queries are
popular, because they are intuitive and easy
to express. Usually, a keyword query is a
single word, but, in general, it can be a more
complex combination of (Boolean) operations applied to several words.
— Single word. It is the most elementary
query that can be formulated in a text
retrieval system. Depending on the reasoning component, the result of a single
word query is generally the set of documents containing at least one occurrence
of the searched word.
— Boolean. It is the oldest and still widely
used form of combining the keywords in a
query. A Boolean query is an expression
whose elements are keywords, Boolean
operators and a precedence notation. In
addition to classical Boolean operators,
several new operators have been proposed, such as: the NEAR operator, which
allows context search capabilities and the
fuzzy Boolean operator, which relaxes
the meaning of canonical AND and OR.
Pattern-based. It is a more specific query
formulation, which allows the specification
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of text having some properties. A pattern is
a set of syntactic features that must occur in
a text segment. The segments satisfying the
pattern specification are said to match the
pattern.
Structural. Structural queries are a mechanism to improve the retrieval quality of structured information. This mechanism is generally built on top of the basic queries with the
addition of structural constrains expressed
using containment, proximity, or other restrictions on the structural elements in the
documents. Structural queries can be categorized into three main categories: fixed
structure, hypertext, and hierarchical structure. The first is the simplest form and, for
this reason, it is more restrictive. The documents are divided into a set of fields each of
which contains some text. A fixed structural
query restricts the search to text contained
in certain document fields. The hypertext is
probably the most flexible form of structuring. It is a directed graph where the nodes
hold some text and the links represent connections between the nodes. However, it
is not possible to query the hypertext structural connectivity, but only the text content
of the nodes. This transforms the retrieval
activity into a navigational activity (browsing task). The hierarchical structure is an intermediate structuring model and represents
a natural decomposition for many text collections (books, articles, structural programs
etc.). For example, XML is the most prominent structural representation model and the
XPath  81 ] is a query language for addressing
pieces of content in the hierarchical structure.
Document Representation
A document is a retrievable element of the document space of an information retrieval system.
It can be considered as the minimal resource
that an information retrieval system can retrieve.
Historically, documents have been represented
by a set of terms called keywords, which are
usually extracted from the text or inserted by
the author. The following are the most significant types of document representation:
Stream of characters. Text is represented as
a stream of characters and no interpretation
is made on its structure or semantic content.
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Vector space. The basic principle of this text
representation model is to consider that each
document is described by a vector of components that are representative of the semantic
content of the document. Traditional vector space approaches use a set of keywords,
called index terms, but other types of representative components, such as n-grams, are
used. An index term is a word whose semantics helps in identifying the documents
main themes. Of course, not all terms of a
document are useful for describing the document content. In fact, there are index terms
which are vaguer than others. Deciding the
importance of terms is not a trivial task. In a
large collection of documents a word which
appears in each document is useless as an
index term, because it does not discriminate
between documents. On the other hand, a
term that appears in one document will likely
describe the content of this document ( 45 ],
 83 ]). Vector representations can be further
categorized a s follows.
— Binary. The text document is represented
as a binary vector of terms. Each element of the vector represents a term and
its value is ‘1’ if the term appears in the
document, ‘0’ otherwise.
— Weighted. In this case element values
are real numbers between 0 and 1, called
term weights, and represent the affinity
of the term with respect to the document.
A widespread method to compute the
term weights exploits two factors  58 ]:
Term Frequency (TF) and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF). The first provides a measure of how well the term
describes the document contents (intracluster similarity); the second measures
how well the term can discriminate documents among the collections cluster dissimilarity). A well-known term weighting scheme, valid for generic collections,
is the product between the TF and IDF
factors. Several variations are described
by Salton and Buckley  66 ].

 Latent semantic. In the traditional
vector space approach each document
is represented by a vector of n components, where n is the number of terms
occurring in the collection (dimension
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of the document space). Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI)  27 ] reduces
the dimension of the document space
by capturing term-to-term statistical
relationships. The document space is
then represented by a new coordinate
system of dimension k < n, called kspace (or LSI space), in which each of
the k dimension is a derived concept
often called LSI factor or LSI feature.
LSI features are identified by using
a method for matrix decomposition
called Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD). The derived concepts may be
thought of as artificial concepts; they
represent extracted common meaning
components of many different words
and documents.

 Fuzzy subset. Fuzzy set theories deal
with the representation of classes
whose boundaries are non-well defined. Each element of the class is associated with a membership function
that defines the membership degree of
the element in the class. In many
fuzzy representation approaches the
TF-IDF function of the weighted vector model is used as the fuzzy membership function ( 35 ],  37 ]).
— N-Gram. The n-gram approach is in
some respects an evolution of vector space
approaches. In the traditional vector
space approaches the dimensions of the
document space for a given collection of
documents are the words (or sometimes
phrases) that occur in the collection. By
contrast, in the n-gram approach, the dimensions of the document space are ngrams: strings of n consecutive characters extracted from the text without considering word lengths, and even word
boundaries. Hence, the n-gram is a remarkably pure statistical approach, one
that measures the statistical properties of
strings of text in the given collection and
does not consider the vocabulary, lexical, or semantic properties of the natural language in which the documents are
written. The n-gram length (n) and the
method for extracting n-grams from documents vary from one author to another.
In  22 ] Damashek uses n-grams of length
5 and 6 for clustering text by language

and topic. He uses a sliding window approach in which n-grams are obtained by
moving a window of n characters through
a document or a query, one character at
a time. Some authors  82 ] also use ngrams that cross word boundaries, i.e.,
that start within one word, end in another
word, and include the space characters
that separate consecutive words.
Structural. Structural documents, similarly
to structural queries, are a mechanism to improve the retrieval quality. The main idea is
to enrich documents with additional information that allow a computer to make part
of the semantic content explicit. XML is the
most prominent standard for modeling these
aspects of information.
2.2. Reasoning
With the term reasoning we refer to the set
of methods, models, and technologies used to
match document and query representations in
a retrieval task. Strictly related with the reasoning component is the concept of relevance.
The primary goal of an information retrieval
system is to retrieve the documents relevant to
a query. The reasoning component defines the
framework to measure the relevance between
documents and queries using their representations.
A key question to address in order to understand
the reasoning component of an IR system is to
find a precise definition for relevance. This is
still an open problem within the IR community;
the literature reports different definitions, but a
widespread definition is  67 ]:
Relevance is the (A) of a (B) existing
between a (C) and a (D) as determined
by an (E).
Where:

(A). measure, estimate, judgment: : :

(B). utility, matching, satisfaction: : :
(C). document, document representation,
information provided: : :
(D). question, question representation,
information need: : :
(E). request, intermediary, export: : :
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An attempt to clarify this definition has been
proposed by Mizzaro  51 ]. Starting from an accurate analysis of the interactions between the
users and the system, the paper identifies various types of relevance on which it is possible to
define an order relation.
An information retrieval reasoning strategy can
be one (or any combination) of: reasoning with
logic, reasoning with uncertainty, and reasoning with learning. A reasoning with logic approach deals especially with models developed
as logical-mathematical theories. A reasoning
with uncertainty approach comes useful whenever the system is unable to assess the truth of
all the aspects of the environment in which it
operates. In these cases its behavior is affected
by uncertainty. This is due to many reasons:
it does not understand the environment properties; there are many variables to process and
not enough time available, etc. Reasoning with
learning approaches apply with inductive machine learning techniques. Machine learning is
concerned with systems that learn from experience. In a classical system, the system designer inserts all the knowledge. Whenever the
designer does not possess complete knowledge
of the system’s application domain, a learning
mechanism is the only way to acquiring new
knowledge. Learning mechanisms are used
both for fulfilling an objective or to improve
it. In IR the primary goal is to improve retrieval
effectiveness, for example, in terms of precision
and recall.
Most of the classical information retrieval models deal with the reasoning with logic and reasoning with uncertainty strategies. In the first,
for example, fall methods based on first order logic ( 47 ],  8 ],  6 ]), and methods based
on Boolean and vector algebra ( 74 ],  64 ],  25 ],
 78 ],  77 ]). In the second fall methods in which
the vagueness and uncertainty aspects of IR are
treated in terms of probabilistic and fuzzy set approaches. Since many information retrieval aspects are affected by vagueness and uncertainty,
many reasoning processes based on uncertainty
have been proposed ( 59 ],  13 ],  14 ],  76 ],  10 ],
 53 ],  49 ],  48 ],  63 ],  70 ]). Machine learning
techniques gained a growing popularity in the
past ten years ( 23 ],  16 ],  43 ]).
Recently, several novel approaches have been
proposed, based on either graph theory ( 12 ],
 24 ],  33 ],  55 ]) or formal ontology  31 ].

Reasoning with Logic
Logic. The logical approach to information
retrieval can be formulated in terms of the
logical formula P(d ! n), where the arrow
is the conditional connective formalized by
a logic to be chosen and P is the predicate:
“the representation of document d is relevant
to the representation of information need n”.
The central problem is selecting the right implication connective, i.e. selecting the logic
whose implication connective best mirrors
relevance. An overview of the role of logic
information retrieval is reported in  68 ].
Algebra. Algebra calculus is the most common approach. Under this item we include
the reasoning strategies which are based on
a set of operations defined in an algebraic
field.
— Boolean algebra. In the conventional
Boolean algebra reasoning strategy the
query Boolean expression is computed
to verify whether a document either satisfies a query (is relevant) or does not
satisfy it (is non-relevant). No ranking
is possible, and this is a significant limitation. A number of extended Boolean
models have been developed to provide
ranked output. These extended Boolean
models employ extended Boolean operators (also called soft Boolean operators)
 42 ].
— Vector algebra. Using a weighting scheme for document and query representations the vector algebra approach computes a numeric similarity between the
query and each document. The documents can then be ranked according
to how similar they are to the query.
The usual similarity measure exploited in
document vector space is the inner product between the query vector and a given
document vector  65 ]. If both vectors
have been cosine normalized, then the
inner product represents the cosine of the
angle between the two vectors; hence this
similarity measure is often called cosine
similarity. Other well-known variants of
similarity functions are: Dice’s coefficient and Jaccard’s coefficient  58 ].
Graph theories. Graph theories deal with
structures formed by vertices and edges. The
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application of graphs algorithms to information retrieval becomes more interesting with
the advent of the web. Web resources can
be well modelled with a graph structure in
which documents represent vertices and hyperlinks represent edges. In  24 ] a Maximum Flow method is introduced to identify
web communities. Previous graph-based approaches were applied to bibliographic documents and were principally based on bibliometric methods such as co citation and
bibliographic coupling. Some of these are
used in the web context, too. Such algorithm includes: PageRank algorithm  12 ] on
which the Google  104 ] web search engine
is based, HITS algorithm  33 ], and SAE algorithm  55 ].
Reasoning with Uncertainty
Probability theories. Probabilistic theories
were introduced by Robertson and Sparck
Jones  59 ]. The fundamental reasoning approach is based on the following assumption:
given a user query and a document in the collection, the probabilistic reasoning process
tries to estimate the probability that the user
will find the document interesting. There
exist some alternative approaches based on
Bayesian networks. In particular, the inference network  71 ] model has been used in
the INQUERY system  13 ], while reference
 57 ] introduces a generalization called belief
network.
Fuzzy set theories. Fuzzy IR models have
been defined to overcome the limitations of
the crisp Boolean IR models, in particular
to manage the vagueness and incompleteness of users in query formulation. Fuzzy
extended Boolean models are a superstructure of the Boolean model by means of which
existing Boolean IR systems can be extended
without redesigning them completely. The
standard Boolean models apply an exact
match between the query and the document
representations, and then partition the document base into two sets: the retrieved documents and the rejected ones. As a consequence of this crisp behavior, they are
liable to reject useful items as a result of
too restrictive queries, and to retrieve useless material in reply to excessively general queries. Thus, softening the retrieval
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activity to rank the retrieved items in decreasing order of relevance to a user query
can greatly improve the effectiveness of such
systems. This objective can be reached by
extending the Boolean mode in several ways
 35 ]. In the fuzzy extensions of document
representations the aim is to provide more
specific and exhaustive representations of
the documents information content, in order to reduce the imprecision and incompleteness of the Boolean indexing. For example, a document can be represented as
a fuzzy set of terms. In the fuzzy generalization of the Boolean query language the
objective must have a more expressive query
language, in order to capture the vagueness
of the user needs as well as to simplify the
user system interaction. Various approaches
have been proposed. One of these introduces soft connectives of selection criteria
 11 ], characterized by a parametric behavior
which can be set between the two extremes
“AND” and “OR”. In other approaches, the
Boolean query language has been generalized by defining aggregation operators as
linguistic quantifiers, such as “at least k” or
“about k”.
Reasoning with Learning
Several authors have proposed the use of machine learning approach in IR. The most frequently used techniques include  16 ]: multiple
layered and feed-forward neural networks such
as back propagation networks  62 ], symbolic
and inductive learning algorithms such as ID3
 56 ] and ID5R  72 ], and evolution-based algorithms such as genetic algorithms  34 ].
Neural networks. Neural network computing seems to fit well with conventional retrieval models such as the vector space model
and the probabilistic model. One of the first
applications in IR comes from Belew  7 ]. He
developed a three-layer neural network of
authors, index terms, and documents. The
system used relevance feedback from its user
to change its representation of authors, index
terms, and documents over time. An evolution of this application has been introduced
by Kwok  39 ], who uses a modified Hebbian
learning rule to reformulate probabilistic information retrieval. In other applications the
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Neural Network approach has been used for
more specific tasks. For example, in  44 ], a
Kohonen’s self-organizing feature map was
applied to construct a self organizing representation of the semantic relationships between documents. A Neural Network document clustering algorithms was developed
in  46 ]. The Hopfield neural network’s parallel relaxation method was used in  17 ] for
concept-based document retrieval and exploration.
Symbolic learning. In IR the use of symbolic
learning is more limited with respect to other
learning techniques. In  9 ] a symbolic learning technique is used for automatic text classification. The symbolic learning process
represents the numeric classification results
in terms of IF-THEN rules. In  26 ] a regression method and ID3 were used to implement a feature-based indexing technique. In
 18 ] ID3 and the incremental ID5R algorithm
were adopted for information retrieval. Both
algorithms were able to use user-supplied
samples of desired documents to construct
decision trees of important keywords which
could represent the user’s query.

Genetic algorithms. Several genetic algorithms implementations have been developed in the context of IR.  29 ] presents a genetic algorithm-based approach to document
indexing, in which competing document descriptions (binary vector of term) are associated with a document and altered over time
by using genetic mutation and crossover operators. In this design, a keyword represents
a gene (bit pattern), a document which is
a vector of keywords (bit string) represents
individuals, and a collection of documents,
initially judged relevant by a user, represents the initial population. Based on a Jaccard’s matching function, the initial population evolves through generations and eventually converges to an optimal, improved population. In  30 ] a similar approach is adopted
for document clustering.
2.3. An Example
As an example of application of the vertical
taxonomy, we have taken some relevant works
from the IR models field and tried to classify

Table 1. Vertical taxonomy of a set of Information Retrieval Models.
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them using the vertical taxonomy. We identify each information retrieval model in relation
to the representation and reasoning components
described above. This is shown in Tab. 1. A
notable aspect is that many models contain the
weighted vector as a representation component;
this is why Paijmans  54 ] introduced the vector
document model.
3. Horizontal Taxonomy
The vertical taxonomy alone is not sufficient to
take into account all the objects that have been
produced under the IR umbrella. Users do not
interact with a model, but generally they use a
software tool that is able to solve an information
retrieval problem. This calls for the introduction of a further dimension, a new viewpoint that
we call horizontal taxonomy. Through the horizontal taxonomy we classify information retrieval objects. An information retrieval object
is an artifact that solves a more or less general
IR problem. An information retrieval object is

identified by three components, as illustrated in
Fig. 2: Tasks, Form, and Context.
3.1. Tasks
Information retrieval tasks are concerned with
a particular aspect of information retrieval derived from a user point of view and should not
be confused with the tasks in an information
retrieval process, such as query formulation,
query expansion, comparison, ranking, document presentation. An information retrieval object can support one or more tasks and a task
can be stand-alone or it can be integrated in
a process to perform a larger task. We have
identified the following tasks: ad hoc retrieval,
known item search, interactive retrieval, filtering, browsing, clustering, mining, gathering and
crawling. Sometime they are known by different names because they are inherited from various research areas.
Ad Hoc Retrieval
An ad hoc retrieval task is characterized by an
arbitrary subject of the search and a short duration  73 ]. It is typically performed by a researcher doing a literature search in a library.
In this environment the retrieval system knows
the set of documents to be searched, but cannot
anticipate the particular topic that will be investigated  73 ]. A retrieval system’s response to an
ad hoc search is generally a list of documents
ranked by decreasing similarity to the query.
The internet search engines are examples of information retrieval objects from which one can
perform ad hoc search.
Known Item Search

Fig. 2. Horizontal taxonomy.

A known item search is similar to an ad hoc
search, but the target of the search is a particular document (or a small set of documents)
that the searcher knows to exist in the collection and wants to find it  73 ]. An information
retrieval object that performs this task usually
implements a precise query language (for example, structural query language) with which
a searcher can reach parts of a document with
known structure and semantics. For example,
in the library environment, a researcher that will
retrieve all articles by an author.
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Interactive Retrieval
A user’s judgment of the usefulness of a document may vary during an information seeking activity  38 ]; this can be captured by the
system through an interactive information retrieval task. During the interactive task the system attempts to perceive how the user interacts
with it and, as a consequence, it can modify
the current search strategy  60 ]. Classical relevance feedback approaches  61 ] can be seen
as early techniques for interactive retrieval; the
user interaction is captured as yes/no judgment
of documents relevance. The system uses these
judgments to expand and/or reweigh the query
 32 ].
Filtering
Also known as selective dissemination of information, or text routing, filtering combines
aspects of text retrieval and text categorization.
Like text categorization, a text filtering system
processes documents in real time and assigns
them to zero or more classes. However, like text
retrieval, each class is typically associated with
the information needs of one or a small group
of users. Each user, or user group, can typically
add, remove, or modify the queries, or profiles,
according to their needs. Examples include:
NewsSieve  100 ] a client/server USENET news
filtering system that can be used in a desktop environment, NewsWeeder  87 ] an experimental
USENET news filtering service, and SIFT the
Stanford Information Filtering Tool  86 ], which
includes two selective dissemination services,
one for computer science technical reports and
one for USENET news articles.

in which documents are organized in categories
and subcategories. The hypertext model introduces a navigational structure which allows a
user to browse text in a non sequential manner. The web is the most well know example of
hypertext structure.

Clustering
The term emerges from the statistics community, where it is well known as classification
analysis and discriminant analysis  3 ]. In the
artificial intelligence community, the task is often called concept learning. Clustering is the
automatic recognition and the generation of categories of entities that can be text documents.
It is usually based on some similarity measure
between documents, as well as an explicit or
implicit definition of what distinguishing characteristic should the groups of documents have.
It is generally used to improve the retrieval process, because the search can be restricted on a
set of interested category. In conjunction with
clustering is categorizing, which is the recognition and assignment of the document to one
or more pre-existing categories. An example of
categorization tools is CORA (Computer Science Research Paper Search Engine)  84 ], an automatic categorizing tool for scientific papers.
An example of categorizing service is the Yahoo
Directory  99 ]; in this case the categorization is
performed manually, by human experts.

Browsing

Mining

When users are not interested in posing a specific query to the system, but they invest some
time in exploring the document space, looking
for interesting references, then they are browsing the space, instead of searching. There are
three types of browsing, namely, flat, structureguided and hypertext. In flat browsing the idea
is that the user explores a document space which
has a flat organization; for example, files in a
directory. In structure-guided browsing the user
is generally guided by a hierarchical structure

Mining is the process of automatically extracting key information from text documents. Such
information can be: language identification,
feature extraction, terminology extraction, predominant themes extraction, abbreviation extraction and relation extraction. LEXA  89 ] is
an example of a corpus processing software,
while the IBM text miner  91 ] is a mining tool
integrated with the homonymous text search engine.
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Gathering
This is an activity involving pro-active acquisition of information from possibly heterogeneous sources. The metasearch engines exemplify a particular type of gathering task. Metacrawler  92 ], InFind  116 ] are some examples.
They combine outputs of several search engines
and present the results as if produced by a single
search engine.
Crawling
Crawling is concerned with the activity of selecting new, or updating the existing, sources
of information that will be processed by successive activities, for example mining and/or
gathering. It is also known as indexing process
and, especially in the Web context, as spidering.
Well known examples are: Scooter  94 ], ArchitextSpider  110 ], Sidewinder  112 ], Slurp  102 ]
and Guliver  114 ]; the spiders of Altavista  93 ],
Excite  109 ], Infoseek  111 ], Inktomi  101 ] and
Northernlight  113 ].
3.2. Form
The form refers to the way in which the object is
supplied to the final user. It can be supplied in
the form of tool or service. When the object is
implemented as a software product, then it is a
tool. It exists because, for example, a company
has produced it to make business. It can be distributed, installed, sold, etc. When the object
exists only in one, or a few instances used to deliver some information retrieval services, then
it is a service. Examples are search engines on
the web.
3.3. Context
The context of an information retrieval object
regards its domain of application. It can be
general or specific. A general purpose information retrieval object operates on heterogeneous domains and contents, unlike a context
specific system that operates on document collections belonging to a specific domain, such as
legal and business documents, technical papers
etc. Notable examples are web search engines,
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where the high heterogeneity of the information calls for a very general purpose approach.
Google  104 ], Altavista  93 ], and Infoseek  111 ],
are some general purpose engines that currently
operate on the web. A specialized retrieval system is one that is developed with a particular
application domain in mind. For instance, the
LEXIS-NEXIS  119 ] retrieval system is a specialized retrieval system that provides access to
a very large collection of legal and business documents. Similarly, the ResearchIndex service
 105 ] provides free access to a large collection
of scientific paper.
3.4. An Example
As we did with the vertical taxonomy, here we
apply the horizontal taxonomy to a set of information retrieval objects. We have chosen
31 objects from various sources: research labs,
companies, and institutions.
The main classification scheme consists of identifying, for each object, its horizontal components included in Fig. 2.
This is done by analyzing the object as a black
box and trying to fetch information about what
it does. The result is viewed in the Appendix in
which information retrieval objects are listed
with some information notes and references.
The presence of a cross establishes that the corresponding horizontal component is supported
by the information retrieval object.
4. Concluding Remarks
For the purpose of simplicity, we have conducted the classification on two separate paths:
a horizontal taxonomy and a vertical taxonomy.
In reality, these taxonomies are not disjoint and
in this concluding section we show how these
two important aspects of information retrieval
can be combined. We have already remarked
that an information retrieval object can be based
on more than one model and an information retrieval model can be the basis for more than one
object.
The vertical dimension classifies information
retrieval models based on a two components
view, namely representation and reasoning. The
horizontal dimension classifies information retrieval objects with respect to the application
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Table 2. Vertical projections.

areas. Indeed, objects can themselves be classified with respect to the vertical components,
namely representation and reasoning. We call
this further classification of an IR object the vertical projection of the object; Tab. 2 shows the
vertical projection for the IR objects referred to
in the Appendix. Note that a few rows in the table are left blank, as we were not able to access

the information needed to produce the vertical
projections of the related objects.
In recent years, information retrieval has assumed an increasing importance because of the
dramatic growth of the amount of information
available in digital formats. The proliferation
of information retrieval algorithms, methods,
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technologies, and tools calls for the definition
of basic concepts and terminology; this is useful to assess the features and the characteristics
of each IR object and to understand the relationships that exist between the objects. In this
paper we have proposed a taxonomy of IR objects, accompanied with definitions for the key
terms. This taxonomy is a tentative first step in
classifying IR models and tools, since it does not
cover all aspects of IR. The market and the development of IR technologies are still evolving
and this evolution will make some observations
contained in this paper obsolete. As a result,
this work will need to be updated incrementally
as the technology develops. However, we think
that the taxonomy presented in this paper provides a good starting point for such a continuous
updating.
One of the main limitations of the taxonomy
presented in this paper is the fact that it covers
only text information retrieval. Indeed, current information needs require more and more
integrated retrieval models and tools that combine the traditional retrieval of text documents
with the retrieval of multimedia content, such
as images and speech, and even structured data
from databases. Therefore, there is room for
improvement of the proposed taxonomy and we
are currently working on extending it in order to
include other important aspects of IR not covered here, primarily the retrieval of multimedia
content.
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